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Introduction

1. The particular needs and problems of land-locked and transit
developing countries have been a subject of discussions in various
international fora for many years now. In spite of several
initiatives by these countries, both at the national and the
international level, and by the international community to overcome
these particular problems, the challenges that these countries
still face continue to be formidable. It is against this
background that the General Assembly, during the last four years,
has supported an innovative approach to promote more effective
cooperative arrangements between land-locked and transit developing
countries and their transit neighbours and to encourage a more
active supportive role on the part of the donor community. The
first Meeting of Governmental Experts from Land-locked and Transit
Developing Countries and Representatives of Donor Countries and
Financial and Development Institutions organized under the auspices
of the United Nations in May 1993 served as a unique forum to
promote these arrangements that constitute the framework for
establishing effective and self-sustaining transit transport
systems. The Meeting also addressed the issue of the role of the
international community in supporting such efforts. The
observations and recommendations made by the Symposium for Land-
locked and Transit Developing Countries, which was held in New York
from 14 to 16 June 1995, pursuant to General Assembly resolution
48/169, took fully into account the specific needs and requirements
of the various regions and subregions where land-locked and transit
developing countries are located. These observations and
recommendations were discussed, and agreed upon, by the Second
Meeting of Governmental Experts from Land-locked and Transit
Developing Countries and Representatives of Donor Countries and
Financial and Development Institutions. They constitute the basic
elements for a new global agenda for a triangular transit transport
cooperation which are outlined below.

I. Fundamental transit transport policy issues

2. Both land-locked and transit countries often have recourse to
interventionist policies in pursuit of non-economic objectives such
as immediate employment creation in the road haulage industry or
the protection of railways. In the long run, it is important to
take into account the commercial viability of the transit transport
sector, the quality of services and the cost to the customer.
Accordingly, it is recommended :

. That Governments support the development of a
market-oriented commercial environment by
liberalizing the trade in transit services and
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by establishing a competitive market where
suppliers of such services are profit-driven.

3. In order to improve transit security which may be impaired by
disruptions in the main transit corridor, land-locked countries
strive to develop alternative routes. This policy also opens up
the possibility of commercializing the transit issue by fostering
competition between ports and transit corridors. There are,
however, two latent problems that continue to emerge in this
regard. Making alternative routes operational may require
extensive government intervention in markets to redirect importers
and exporters away from the traditional routes. Such interventions
have adverse cost implications that may not be beneficial to the
users of transit services. Furthermore, there is inevitably a
conflict of interest, as a coastal State is concerned to ensure
that investments in transit facilities are efficient and profitable
and that transport capacity is not excessive. It is therefore
recommended :

. That bilateral and subregional cooperative
arrangements, wherever appropriate, address
these issues in order to ensure transparency
of mutual advantages that are inherent in
establishing, managing and maintaining a
transit system that assures coastal States of
the reliability of transit traffic, which is
often an important source of foreign exchange
revenues, and future access to transit
corridors by land-locked States, which is an
important security consideration for these
States;

. That development of transit routes should be
based on a full analysis of the costs and
benefits involved, and the proliferation of
costly alternative routes which may not be
justified on the basis of such analysis should
be avoided.

4. Land-locked and transit States have taken a number of
initiatives to coordinate transit transport operations as an
integral part of formal bilateral and subregional transit
agreements or ad hoc consultative arrangements. The implementation
of these coordination arrangements, however, remains generally weak
because of the lack of effective monitoring and enforcement
mechanisms. In this connection it is recommended :

. That the existing institutional mechanisms at
the policy and operational levels to monitor
and promote the implementation of agreements
and arrangements be further strengthened, and
where they do not exist they be established
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urgently, and that the involvement of such
institutions as shippers’ councils and trade
facilitation committees, which include
representatives from the private sector, be
strongly encouraged.

5. The use of international agreements has long been a
successful instrument in promoting efficient and reliable transit
transport systems. Many of these agreements have, however,not been
adhered to by a number of land-locked and transit developing
countries, partly as a result of the lack of knowledge about the
benefits which accrue from such agreements, as well as the lack of
the necessary institutional arrangements to initiate and follow up
the necessary actions for the ratification process. It is
accordingly recommended :

. That land-locked and transit developing
countries should consider further enhancing
efforts to adhere to these conventions and
that the donor community and international
organizations, including UNCTAD, should
provide the necessary technical assistance to
these countries as appropriate.

6. There are clear advantages which accrue from the well balanced
and managed use of both rail and road. It is accordingly
recommended :

. That policies be developed which enable both
modes to compete fairly in a commercial
environment for transit traffic.

7. The high transit transport costs which land-locked countries
have to incur because of transport distance, procedural
bottlenecks, poor transit and communications facilities, time
delays, storage costs and high transit tariffs are a matter which
will continue to be of prime concern to these countries. These
costs can, however, be reduced, not only by addressing these
transit-specific problems but also by deliberate efforts to reduce
the dependency on overseas markets. Accordingly it is recommended :

. That land-locked countries consider, in
appropriate situations, measures to
restructure their production and trade
patterns through the promotion of projects
geared towards importation substitution
programmes and greater regional and
subregional trade;

. That land-locked countries and their transit
neighbours exploit their development
potentials in such areas as tourism, industry,
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energy and agriculture through joint ventures,
and also work towards the reduction of transit
tariffs.

8. The lack of adequate skilled manpower in the transit transport
sector continues to be acute and a source of serious inefficiencies
in transit operations. It is therefore recommended :

. That deliberate efforts be made to promote
integrated training programmes encompassing
all levels, from the top management to low-
level operators, in both public and private
sectors and that such training programmes
include training of trainers and provision of
training materials and local counterparts in
cases where foreign experts are involved;

. That efforts should be made to improve the
institutional capacities in the transit
transport sector.

9. Environmental degradation continues to be a serious worldwide
problem, but the developing countries are least equipped to meet
this challenge effectively. The development and management of the
transit transport infrastructure may give rise to environmental
damage. Accordingly, it is recommended :

. That cooperative measures by land-locked and
transit countries be agreed upon to facilitate
adherence to appropriate environmental
standards;

. That promotion and development of transport
sectors should be based on environmentally
sound management of traffic and transport
systems and effective design in accordance
with agreed environmental standards.

10. The development of transit transport infrastructure and its
adequate maintenance continue to be a major concern of the land-
locked and transit countries concerned and the donor institutions
which provide such support. It is therefore recommended :

. That Governments in the land-locked and
transit developing countries, as well as their
development partners and the private sector,
give high priority to the development and
effective maintenance of transit transport
infrastructure programmes, including the
mobilization of adequate resources for this
activity.
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II. Sectoral issues

A. Railways

11. Railways have an important role to play in the transit
transport corridor systems linking ocean ports with most of the
land-locked countries. Policy and operational problems have,
however, reduced their efficiency and profitability and the quality
of services to the customer. Where regulatory protection of
railways is loose, this has led to a gradual shift to road transit
traffic.

(i) Policy aspects

12. The policy environment of the railway administrations has
generally not been conducive to market-oriented management. Some
of the prevalent specific characteristics of railway management
patterns which negatively affect the performance of rail traffic
include the following: application of civil service regulations
which reduce the flexibility of railway administrations to respond
effectively and in a timely manner to customers’ demands; undue
protection of railways against other competing modes; the funding
of non-commercial operations by some Governments; limited autonomy
of railways to approve plans and capital expenditure and monitor
performance on a regular basis; poor coordination of railway
management on a subregional basis; and little regard to the
environmental impact of railway operations. Accordingly, it is
recommended :

. That Governments consider providing greater
operational autonomy to railway managements by
carrying out appropriate restructuring plans;

. That commercial criteria should also be
considered in the operation of railways, and
competition with other modes should be
promoted and their complementary roles
enhanced. Privatization of some railway
services should be encouraged, where feasible;

. That, where railways must operate on a
commercial basis but at the same time fulfil
a "public service obligation", Governments
meet the cost of such a service;

. That institutional arrangements be put in
place to monitor the safety, pollution and
environmental implications of carriage by
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rail, particularly with regard to dangerous
goods.

(ii) Rail transit infrastructure

13. Important projects and programmes to rehabilitate and develop
railway infrastructure involving the main transit corridors have
been initiated in all regions and subregions. Some of the leading
examples include the following: the Corredor de los Libertadores
project in Latin America, which was launched by Bolivia, Peru,
Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay, Argentina and Chile and is designed to
create a coordinated transcontinental freight network; the SATCC
programme in Southern Africa to rehabilitate the rail transit
corridors to the ports in Mozambique, Angola, the United Republic
of Tanzania and Namibia; the Indian scheme to convert all existing
metre gauge line to broad gauge that will also benefit Nepal; the
rehabilitation programmes along rail transit corridors to the land-
locked countries of the East/Central and West/Central African
subregions to the ports on the Indian and Atlantic oceans
respectively; the Mashhad-Sarakhs project in the Islamic Republic
of Iran linking the Central Asian Republics with the Persian Gulf
ports; the Euro-Asian Transcontinental railway corridor project
linking China and Western Europe through countries members of the
Economic Cooperation Organization; railway routes linking the
Central Asian region with Pakistan through Afghanistan. Problems
of great concern relate to the persistent problem of the limited
availability of equipment, including locomotives and wagons, and
poor maintenance standards. Accordingly, it is recommended :

. That measures be undertaken to mobilize more
resources to meet current and future equipment
and maintenance requirements;

. That Governments establish more effective
mechanisms to implement bilateral and
subregional inter-railway agreements related
to such key areas as payments procedures for
equipment hired and services provided in
exchange; conditions for using and returning
wagons; maintenance of wagons; standardization
of railway equipment, methods of dealing with
damage and repairs to wagons; and
consultations and arbitration procedures;

. That, where necessary, new railway connections
at the subregional level be established and
also that the rehabilitation programmes for
railways move in tandem with new technological
improvements and innovations.
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(iii) Operational issues

14. The smooth movement of transit cargo by rail is still hampered
by a series of operational constraints which must also be addressed
within the framework of bilateral and subregional arrangements and
consultations. It is accordingly recommended :

. That cross-border facilitation of trains be
further improved by simplified and harmonized
documentation procedures, as well as
coordinated working hours;

. That adequate equipment, personnel and
facilities for railway inspection be provided
and that standardized inspection systems at
borders be established;

. That Governments take the necessary initiative
to adhere to relevant international
conventions related to rail transport, such as
the International Convention Concerning the
Carriage of Goods by Rail (CIM), which
provides internationally accepted rules that
guarantee an efficient and safe environment
for inter-country rail operations;

. That efficient systems for cargo monitoring
along the transit corridors be established;

. That training programmes both at the national
and subregional level be expanded and
maintained and inter-railway staff exchange
programmes be encouraged;

. That a more simplified scheme which is
responsive to customer needs in terms of
liability claims and compensation be
introduced where cumbersome procedures are
still prevalent.

B. Roads

15. Although road haulage may not be the most cost-effective
arrangement on long transit transport corridors linking the land-
locked countries with ocean ports, there is a growing shift of
traffic from railways to road traffic because of the possibility
of achieving better service standards in terms of speed and
security in transit. This trend, however, remains under challenge
as a result of both policy and operational constraints which need
to be addressed aggressively if the road haulage industry is to
maintain its competitive edge over other modes of transit
transport.
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(i) Policy issues

16. The main policy issues include road traffic legislations
transit transport charges, road financing arrangements, road
transit transport management and coordination of road traffic
activities. In order to redress the current inefficiencies still
very prevalent in these areas, it is recommended :

. That common standards and certification in
such areas as road safety, vehicle and driver
testing, road permits, driver licensing and
vehicle standards should be adopted at the
bilateral and subregional levels;

. That Governments should adopt a deliberate
policy of liberalizing road transit services
by encouraging competition in the road transit
haulage industry;

. That Governments should make efforts to
harmonize transit charges at the bilateral,
subregional and regional levels and that
effective enforcement mechanisms be
introduced;

. That serious consideration be given to the
establishment of a simplified payment system
for effecting transit charges in order to
facilitate the payment procedures for inter-
country movement of vehicles;

. That, where applicable, Governments accord
road transport boards greater autonomy to
implement corporate decisions;

. That the involvement also of private sector
organizations in the formulation of road
transit transport policies be encouraged;

. That the prevalence of environmental hazards
in the road transport industry be addressed by
establishing policy guidelines for pollution
control and the carriage of dangerous goods by
road.

(ii) Road transit infrastructure

17. Investment in the expansion of the road transit infrastructure
is increasing. Yet considering the magnitude of the required
investments, further sizeable resource allocations are required
from all sources for road development projects, particularly with
assistance from the development partners of the land-locked and
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transit developing countries. The key problem area, particularly
with regard to international trunk routes, is poor maintenance.
This is closely associated with the rampant practice of overloading
vehicles. National and subregional initiatives have been taken to
set axle-load limits and to harmonize axle-load regulations, but
these efforts have led to little progress because of poor
coordination of mechanisms to enforce the recommended uniform axle-
load regulations, including the use of weighbridges. It is
accordingly recommended :

. That investments from all sources be
substantially enhanced to develop road transit
infrastructure in land-locked and transit
developing countries;

. That effective harmonized axle-load
regulations and road maintenance procedures be
introduced at the bilateral and subregional
levels;

. That existing institutions to monitor the
implementation of agreed regulations and
procedures be strengthened and that sanctions
for non-compliance be agreed on and enforced;

. That road transit charges be exclusively used
for maintaining and improving highway links so
as to minimize vehicle operating costs.

(iii) Operational issues

18. Road transit traffic in many land-locked and transit countries
continues to be constrained by a range of non-physical barriers and
other operational difficulties which should be addressed at the
national, bilateral and subregional levels. It is therefore
recommended :

. That more effective measures be undertaken to
harmonize and simplify customs documentation
and procedures, immigration formalities, cargo
inspections, border working hours and other
practices that lead to delays in the movement
of cargo;

. That Governments consider taking the necessary
initiatives to accede to and implement
relevant international conventions related to
road transport, such as the Convention on the
Contract for the International Carriage of
Goods by Road (CMR), which provide
internationally accepted rules that guarantee
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an efficient and safe environment for inter-
country road operations;

. That regional data bases on road transit be
expanded in order to facilitate road transit
management and operational planning;

. That the question of a quota system for
distributing transit cargo to domestic and
foreign truckers and the practice of
differential transit charges be reviewed in
bilateral and subregional contexts as part of
the broader policy to deregulate the road
transit haulage industry;

. That a common integrated third party insurance
scheme at the bilateral, subregional and
regional levels be adopted;

. That national and regional training programmes
be expanded and maintained and that the
training material should also relate to inter-
country road transit transport practices and
regulations.

C. Port facilities and services

(i) Policy issues

19. Although some progress has been achieved, the land-locked
countries and their coastal neighbours are equally concerned by the
persistent inefficiencies of the ports in their regions. This is
partly linked to the inadequacies of Governments’ policy framework
affecting ports. It is accordingly recommended :

. That Governments should seek innovative and
cooperative arrangements to improve port
facilities and services for land-locked
developing countries;

. That Governments encourage more commercially
oriented management practices and that, if
Governments require some traffic in the port
to move at sub-economic rates, they should pay
for such service;

. That steps be considered to give greater
autonomy to port management authorities to
effect changes;
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. That the issue of privatization of certain
sectors of port activities be given serious
consideration;

. That Governments consider allowing port
authorities to retain some of their foreign
exchange for meeting some of their equipment
requirements;

. That Governments consider taking the necessary
administrative actions to accede to and
implement relevant international conventions
related to port safety and pollution control
and to port facilities and services for
transit traffic;

. That Governments promote greater cooperation
and coordination between public and private
institutions dealing with transit traffic in
the ports (customs administration, security
personnel, port authorities, commercial banks,
clearing and forwarding agents, insurance
companies, etc.);

. That port authorities should be encouraged to
actively seek business opportunities;

. That coastal countries consider providing
necessary space to land-locked countries for
storage and handling of transit cargo;

. That, when possible, transit countries be
encouraged to put in place necessary
arrangements to effect direct delivery of
transit cargo.

(ii) Operational and physical issues

20. Notwithstanding the progress made, sea ports continue to be
a critical bottleneck in the transit system because of a range of
physical inadequacies and operational constraints. These are
related, inter alia , to the poor quality of handling and storage
facilities for transit cargo, which may lead to loss, damage and
deterioration of cargo and to higher charges for such facilities,
cumbersome procedures for clearing and release of cargo, and
shortage of skilled manpower. It is accordingly recommended :

. That storage charges be competitive and be
based on what the market can bear;
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. That if storage facilities are provided
outside the port area, the location be
commercially viable for users;

. That documentation procedures for releasing
transit cargo be further simplified and
harmonized;

. That joint consultations between land-locked
and transit countries address the issue of the
level of the bond guarantee for transit cargo,
the verification of containers and the
representation of operators from the land-
locked countries in the port in order to
ensure that the users of transit services are
not unduly burdened financially and that the
security of their goods is safeguarded;

. That banking and insurance institutions make
further efforts to promote warehouse-to-
warehouse insurance arrangements for transit
cargo;

. That the establishment of dry ports in the
land-locked countries be vigorously promoted
in order to ensure speedy and cost-effective
movement of cargo;

. That management in collaboration with donors
agree on reducing the multiplicity of port
equipment in order to simplify maintenance and
the cost of spare parts;

. That training programmes for port workers be
expanded and maintained to enable them to
adapt to new technologies and procedures;

. That the freight-forwarding and clearing
industry, particularly at the small and
medium-scale level, be bolstered through
comprehensive training programmes;

D. Inland waterways

21. Inland waterways provide transit services to some land-locked
countries such as Bolivia, Burundi, Central African Republic, Lao
People’s Democratic Republic, Malawi, Mali, Niger, Paraguay and
Uganda. The key problems in improving the efficiency of transit
services along these waterways are poor infrastructure (vessel
capacity, navigational aids, radio communications, etc.), the lack
of an appropriate legal framework to govern river/lake operations,
ineffective measures to prevent pollution and promote safety, and
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operational bottlenecks related to the interface with other modes
in the transit transport chain. It is accordingly recommended :

. That further efforts be undertaken to
rehabilitate and expand the lake/river
infrastructure facilities along the corridors
linking the land-locked countries to ocean
ports;

. That Governments establish a legal framework
that creates a basis for collaborative actions
at a subregional level and ensures an
efficient river/lake transit system, including
control measures to promote navigational
safety and pollution control;

. That efficient interface arrangements with
inland transport networks be established;

. That development of new waterways, where
possible, should be explored.

E. Air freight

22. Air freighting continues to be an important alternative to
surface transit, particularly with regard to the importation of
high-value manufactured goods and export of perishable goods
(flowers, fruits, vegetables, meat, etc.) and high-value foods.
There are, however, persistent infrastructure and operational
problems that limit the expansion of the air freighting industry
in most of the land-locked countries. It is therefore recommended :

. That physical infrastructure facilities
(aircraft, airport handling and storage
facilities) need to be expanded;

. That Governments and airlines cooperate in the
development of adequate freight collection and
distribution systems around the major airports
in the land-locked countries;

. That Governments liberalize their policies
regarding the granting of traffic rights for
freight on scheduled services and lift any
restrictions on cargo charter flights; such
action would make it possible to use the
existing freight capacity more effectively;

. That continuous efforts be made to identify
and take advantage of opportunities for
stimulating traffic development by lowering of
tariffs for commodities, sectors, directions,
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or periods of time; such reductions may be
aimed at developing new types of traffic and
especially at correcting existing imbalances
in flows;

. That pooling of air transport arrangements at
the regional, subregional and bilateral levels
be further promoted to permit economies of
scale;

. That training programmes at the national and
subregional level be expanded and maintained.

F. Communications

23. The remoteness of land-locked developing countries from
seaports and overseas markets, compounded by inadequate
communication links with various ports and commercial centres in
these countries and between ports and overseas markets, continues
to be a major handicap inhibiting the speedy movement of transit
cargo. This often leads to enormous delays in getting cargo in and
out of ports, since there is irregular information on the time
schedules for the arrival and departure of cargo. The costs caused
by such delays can be considerable. It is therefore recommended :

. That telecommunications facilities be
expanded, including through liberalization,
and that private sector participation be
encouraged and the management of such
facilities be streamlined.

G. The role of external assistance

24. Specific action at the national, bilateral, subregional,
regional and international levels, as appropriate, should be taken
to address the special development problems and needs of land-
locked developing countries. To that end, greater international
support, through technical cooperation with and financial
assistance by developed countries and multilateral financial and
development institutions, is needed to enhance the capacity of the
land-locked developing countries to participate effectively in the
rapidly globalizing world economy, including global trading,
investment and technology transfer processes.

25. The cost implications of meeting the requirements to establish
and maintain an efficient transit transport system are often of
such magnitude that the land-locked and transit countries left on
their own cannot accomplish this formidable task. Many of the
land-locked developing countries are among the poorest countries
and suffer from all the extreme handicaps of least developed
countries. It is to be borne in mind that improved practices and
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maintenance of existing facilities and new investments in the
transit system, with necessary external support, will have to be
introduced to a significant extent in the transit countries with
a view to facilitating the transit traffic of the land-locked
countries. Since most of the transit countries are themselves
developing countries with limited resources, the development
partners of land-locked and transit developing countries are
expected to play an important role in supporting transit transport
development programmes. International support and assistance
should therefore take fully into account the special
vulnerabilities and developmental needs of land-locked and transit
developing countries. It is accordingly recommended :

. That consideration be given to a substantial increase in
the flow of financial and technical assistance from all
sources and existing mechanisms, including the private
sector;

. That external financial assistance be made
available in the form of grants and/or on the
most concessional terms possible;

. That the criteria and procedures used for
evaluating the viability of transit transport
infrastructure projects and programmes, as
well as for approving the funds for them, be
flexibly tailored to take into account the
particular economic and institutional
weaknesses of these countries;

. That other aid modalities, such as local cost
and recurrent cost financing and non-tied aid,
be given serious consideration;

. That foreign direct investments in the
transport and communication sectors be
encouraged;

. That efforts of land-locked and transit
developing countries to introduce
environmentally sound management of traffic
and transport systems and effective design
should be supported through financial
assistance and transfer of environmentally
sound technology, according to chapters 33 and
34 of Agenda 21;

. That expanded financial assistance be
considered for:

- Maintenance of existing physical transit
transport infrastructures along the
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surface corridors (road, rail, inland
waterways, ports and border points), and
of the aviation infrastructure when
cost-effective;

- New investments designed to establish
missing linkages in the transit transport
chain, to improve aviation infrastructure,
and to extend railroads to land-locked
developing countries;

- Development of alternative cost-effective
routes;

- The development of dry port projects in
land-locked developing countries, designed
to reduce transit transport costs;

- Projects to establish weighbridges at
border points;

- Equipment to provide transit services
(vehicles, rolling stock, spare parts,
transshipment, port handling equipment,
customs equipment, etc.);

- Joint projects in trade and production to
help bolster subregional and regional
trade;

- Rehabilitation of the transport
infrastructure of countries afflicted by
war and domestic strife and natural and
man-made disasters.

26. A major factor determining the external trade performance of
land-locked developing countries concerns the high additional
transit transport costs that these countries have to bear, which
makes their exports less competitive and imports more expensive.
It is therefore recommended :

. That the current market access facilitation
programmes consider giving particular
attention to products of export interest to
land-locked developing countries, including
GSP schemes for LDCs among them, and exploring
ways and means to provide support to these
countries in reducing import costs.

27. UNCTAD, regional economic commissions and concerned technical
assistance institutions need to further expand their programmes to
support the land-locked and transit countries in their efforts to
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improve their transit transport systems, and their development
partners should consider providing the requisite financial support
in this regard. It is recommended that they assist, when requested
by the Governments concerned, in:

. Promoting the implementation of agreed
bilateral and subregional transit agreements
and working arrangements related to the
following issues: inter-railway management
systems; transit documentation; road
engineering standards and maintenance
procedures; harmonization of road user charges
and axle-load regulations; standardization of
road transit regulations; air freighting
operations; international conventions related
to transit; transit bond guarantee schemes;
verification of containers; and simplification
of transit insurance schemes;

. Promoting market-oriented transit transport
policies;

. Encouraging exchange of experiences related to
the development and management of transit
transport systems in different regions;

. Maintaining internationally accepted standards
of environmental protection in the transit
transport sector;

. Promoting and implementing privatization
programmes within the transport sector where
appropriate;

. Carrying out the required technical studies to
help Governments in their policy decisions;

. Supporting training programmes in the
following fields:

- Negotiations on transit agreements;
- Customs documentation and transit procedures;
- Freight forwarding and clearing of transit cargo;
- Road safety;
- Environmental protection in the transit transport

sector;
- Air freighting;
- River/lake transport;
- Transit insurance;
- Transit cargo handling and storage;
- Dry port development and management; and
- Expanding regional data bases on road transport.
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. Assisting Governments in elaborating the
implications of acceding to relevant
international conventions.

28. It is further recommended :

. That UNDP and other multilateral funding
institutions, as well as the development
partners of land-locked and transit developing
countries, consider providing resources to
UNCTAD to reactivate technical assistance for
regional and subregional transit transport
projects in Africa and Asia.

H. Implementation and follow-up mechanisms

29. In order to facilitate the implementation and the follow-up
of the Global Framework adopted by the second Meeting of
Governmental Experts from Land-locked and Transit Developing
Countries and Representatives of Donor Countries and Financial and
Development Institutions, it is recommended that UNCTAD, in close
collaboration with the regional economic commissions, coordinate,
as apropriate, all the necessary actions in this regard. It is
further recommended :

. That specific consultative groups be organized
when requested by countries concerned for each
subregion which will identify priority areas
for action at the national and subregional
level, draw up action programmes and their
time-frame, and promote the implementation of
already agreed measures;

. That such consultative groups be organized
with the help of UNCTAD, in full collaboration
with the land-locked and transit countries
concerned, the donor countries and
institutions, the regional economic
commissions and relevant subregional
institutions;

. That the results of these consultations, which
should be organized in 1996 and 1997, as well
as progress in the implementation of the
Global Framework, be reviewed at the third
Meeting of Governmental Experts from Land-
locked and Transit Developing Countries and
Representatives of Donor Countries and
Financial and Development Institutions, which
should be scheduled in 1997 with a view to
exploring the possibility of formulating
specific action-oriented measures;
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. That UNDP and other multilateral and bilateral
donor agencies and institutions consider the
provision of the resources required to
organize the above consultative groups;

. That land-locked and transit countries
strengthen their existing institutional
arrangements for monitoring the implementation
of transit transport regulations and practices
and that these arrangements should be given
the full political support that is required.


